SERIES SPONSOR: $6,000
Summer Event series is named after sponsor; logo dominates seasonal thank-you banner. Takes all event sponsor slots & related perks.

EVENT SPONSOR: $1,000
Single Event is named after sponsor; logo dominates thank-you banner. Mission statement/website mentioned hourly & is present on all media. Sponsor may set up a 10x10 tent-and-table to promote their organization.

SUPPORTING SPONSOR: $500
Logo added to thank-you banner & mentioned hourly

TABLE SPONSOR: $250
Logo added permanently to thank-you sticker on table & chairs
Help us take learning beyond the Children’s Museum and into the community by becoming a sponsor. GLCM is creating new opportunities and new ways of learning, and we’re bringing the STEAM/Maker Alliance of Northwest Michigan along with us. When children and their caregivers have the opportunity to learn through play, the sky is the limit. When we are able to bring that learning to them, anything is possible. Enable learning possibilities by investing in the Museum’s future. Become a sponsor today.

Here’s what we need:
- Tables and chairs for activities
- Seed money for Mobile Museum merchandise to sell at events
- New graphics for our trailer
- Mobile Museum banner & signs
- A mobile donation station
- Sanitization & cleaning supplies
- Event supplies
- Seed money for new mobile exhibits
- Lunches for hardworking volunteer educators

WE CAN GO SO MUCH FURTHER With Your Help!

A single 2k sponsor allowed the Mobile Museum to add four events in 2022, deliver programming to 987 people, upgrade our equipment, pay mileage to our trailer-pulling volunteers, and give $350 in discounts to nonprofit orgs (local libraries) when they booked their programs with us. Your sponsor dollars will take us to new heights in 2023 and will have a lasting effect on this program and the kids that attend it!

CONTACT: LISA POINTE, FUNDRAISING & EVENTS MANAGER
FRMGR@GLCM.ORG | 231-674-5249